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danish design – now also as footwear

Waist, vamp, outsole and last. These words are pure 
poetry for a footwear designer. But there is only one 
place in Denmark where these terms are used in an 
educational context – Design School Kolding, home 
of the only footwear design education in the country.

The education was planned in close collaboration 
with the footwear manufacturer ECCO, located 
about an hour’s highway drive from Kolding. The 
relationship was established in 2011, and since then 
it has been mutually beneficial for the company as 
well as the school.   

- For ECCO it’s vital that we also have Danish-
educated designers in our teams, says Ejnar 
Truelsen, Chief Designer at ECCO’s Concept Lab: 

- Danish design has an origin and a tradition inspired 
by the Nordic way of life. We are talking about 
simplicity in the lines, a special love for the materials, 
and maybe more than anything else a unique 
understanding of comfort that is typically Danish. 
There are hardly any footwear manufacturers left 
in Denmark, so we consider it our special duty to 
preserve a substantial part of the Danish DNA in 
our brand. We can accomplish that through the 
collaboration with Design School Kolding.

All parties benefit

Elsebeth Gerner Nielsen, Rector of Design School 
Kolding, also appreciates the collaboration. Every 

year the school conducts a special footwear 
course for bachelor students – a project that 
continues to deepen the understanding of the 
specific aspects related to footwear; at the same 
time it opens up new future job opportunities for 
the students:

- We are proud to be offering the only footwear 
education in the country, and our collaboration 
agreement with ECCO is unique. It provides 
the students with the most current knowledge 
about materials, design and the manufacturing 
process, because they learn directly from some 
of the most skilled individuals in the industry. 
Conversely I also hope that ECCO gets inspired 
by some of the, at times, pretty wild suggestions 
and concepts the students will come up with 
during the course. Thus the collaboration 
benefits all parties, because it creates novel and 
interesting growth opportunities for the industry 
in the long term, says Elsebeth Gerner Nielsen.

ECCO´s Vice President for Research & Develop-
ment, Jakob Møller Hansen, adds:

- Due to the co-operation between Design School 
Kolding and ECCO, the students become aware 
of the shoe industry and a global company like 
ours.  It is very much in ECCO’s interest that new 
designers are educated in line with the Danish 
and Scandinavian design traditions, and we 
always aim to hire some of the best.

Denmark is a design nation, but when it comes to the footwear industry there is only one 
institution in the country that educates designers for that specific discipline.
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Women’s collection
Keyword: comfortable
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Men’s collection
Keyword: exceptional
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footwear designer throws the students to the wolves

- Unless the students cooperate, nothing succeeds. 
That’s why teamwork plays such an important role 
in our footwear programme this year. There are 
eight students on each team, and they have to 
agree on working in one specific direction. They are 
simply thrown to the wolves.

The person who, verbally, stomps his foot on the 
ground is D’Wayne Edwards, the internationally 
renowned footwear designer and founder 
of PENSOLE Footwear Design Academy in 
Oregon. Again this year the students at Design 
School Kolding have benefited from the brilliant 
American’s knowledge about design, branding 
and shoemaking. In addition he has a keen sense 
of where you often find gaps in newly educated 
designers’ approach to commercial design.

Holistic thinking with a vengeance

This year’s programme focusses on four main 
categories: Kids, Formal, Athleisure and Casual. 
Each topic has an inherent challenge in terms of 
rethinking footwear and good design and is meant 
to force the students to think holistically and to be 
brand-oriented in their work:

- The students must find an expression that resonates 
in relation to ECCO. They are not just making a 
shoe; they have to create a strong connection to 
the brand, and external communication has to be 
part of their considerations about the assignment, 
says D’Wayne Edwards. As an example he mentions 
the category ’Kids’ where this year’s assignment is, 
‘If children could participate in the Olymics in Japan 
in 2020, what would happen?’

- That assignment means that they need to think 
not only about children’s footwear but also about 
the different sports and the specific demands that 
aspect makes on the final product, 
the designer explains.

From museum to comfort

The other categories also require thinking outside 
the box:

- The team working with the category ’Formal’ has 
to create a really unique product. ’Formal’ is a shoe 
that is not used every day, of course, and therefore 
the task is to create a museum piece; something 
that is sufficiently iconic to be exhibited.

Good teamwork results in good design – also when it comes to footwear. Hence collaboration 
has been the focus of a special training programme for students at Design School Kolding 
conducted by the award winning American footwear designer D’Wayne Edwards.
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The category ’Comfort’ is at the opposite end of 
the footwear catalogue. It also has some inherent 
dogmas:

- Comfort is often something you feel, not something 
you see. But the students have to create a visual 
story about something comfortable exposing a 
much more modern expression which actually makes 
comfort visible, says D’Wayne Edwards.

They dig deep

’Athleisure’ is the last category and also one of the 
more recent segments of the ECCO brand. Here 
sports shoes appear in more leisure-like contexts, 
and hence the students have to seriously think 
strategically about their design.

- They have to really dig deep to find the statement 
that is going to define ECCO in the future, explains 
the American instructor and also emphasises that 
the branding assignment is common for all groups:

- The students have to study the consumers’ 
needs and desires in depth. That means that 
the users dictate the final product, rather than it 
being the students’ own individual choices that 
drive the design. It is difficult, but it strengthens 
collaboration: And that is, of course, the most 
vital element in the success of this years’ projects, 
D’Wayne Edwards concludes.
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Men’s collection
Keyword: bold
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Women’s collection
Keyword: exceptional
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athleisure
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Athleisure concept: fluid living – be undefined, do the unexpected
Overall keywords: comfortable, functional, stylish
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Women’s collection S/S 2020 
Keywords: flexible, flow, merging
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Women’s collection S/S 2020
Keywords: delicate, femininity, transform
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from super heroes to footwear design

- ECCO really took a gamble by hiring me. I 
was almost straight out of school, and as a new 
graduate there is so much to learn in order to 
understand a work place. It’s almost like starting 
an apprenticeship. But fortunately I was met with 
a great openness and a belief in “you can do it,” 
says Thea Lassen, Material & Colour Designer at 
ECCO, a job that takes its starting point in the 
knowledge and the competencies she acquired 
through her training as a textile designer. However, 
it encompasses many other tasks, not least the 
ability to cooperate across the board.

- I am in charge of the colour concepts for every 
collection, of course, but I also have to print order 
fulfilments, follow up with vendors, oversee tests of 
the quality and also remember to understand where 
the footwear designers want to go. There is not the 
same creative leeway as we had at the school. You 
don’t just do things, because you depend on many 
other individuals

Textile can do something else

The path to the position went through a very 
targeted footwear design course at Design School 
Kolding, but also through a rather less pinprick-
related graduation project, about super heroes.

- My curiosity about the company was aroused for 
the first time during the footwear design course. I 
got a pretty good sense of ECCO and the many 
opportunities that existed in the footwear industry. 
Next, when I needed to mix different materials 
in my graduation project about super heroes, 
ECCO supplied me with the leather. That’s how I 
established a network, so when ECCO told me that 
they needed a material designer I was really ready.

In her new job Thea Lassen benefits greatly from 
her professional background and knowledge:

- When it comes to footwear textile can do 

Although Thea Lassen was originally trained as a textile designer, she feels  completely at 
ease at ECCO’s Concept Lab. Here she uses everything she has learnt at Design School 
Kolding to think entirely new thoughts about colours and materials for shoes.







something different in terms of look and structure. 
It’s a more recent material that offers other 
possibilities than leather. With textile you can work 
in full form, for example, whereas with leather you 
are locked into some more traditional procedures.

Show me what you are thinking

The young Colour & Material designer points to 
another important asset she, as a designer, carries 
in her tool box:

- Designers have the ability to create but also 
to visualise a concept. That means that I can 
physically show my ideas to the team – it’s not 
just something I carry in my head. For example, if I 
create a colour concept, then I am certain that we 
all view things from the same perspective, so that 
people can relate to what I am talking about. That 
makes it easier to agree on where we all want to go.

In other words, Thea Lassen is thrilled to have 
gotten a foot in the door in ECCO’s concept 
development department. She has never regretted 
that she ventured in the direction of footwear 
design, for, as she concludes:

- I have landed in a place where I really contribute 
with my competencies, and within the framework I 
have a high degree of creative freedom. I think it’s 
such a precious gift to be allowed to use what I 
have learnt.
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Women’s collection S/S 2020 
Keywords: dynamic, contracted, duality
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Men’s collection S/S 2020 
Keywords: electric, motion, liquid
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Men’s collection S/S 2020 
Keywords: complexity, speed, organic
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TRANSIRE logo: a customs document 
describing the cargo, consignors, and 
consignees for clearance and entry of 
coasting vessels
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formal
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Brief: apply modern craftsmanship 
from another industy to create a new 
handcrafted design language for ECCO

Challenge: ECCO is making ordinary 
shoes for ordinary people

Solution: ECCO is making Xtraordinary 
shoes for Xtraordinay people

Mission statement: we want to 
make a conceptual branding tool that 
can enable ECCO to approach the 
millennial generation

Our solution: a capsule collection for 
the ecco sub brand X_ECCO
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Product name: X_PLODE

Persona: Max, photographer, 20 years old, lives in Berlin 

Keywords: rebel, underground, deep-house, cool hunter, 
hired on talent, vice magazine, street art

Inspiration for the shoe: artist Christian Lemmerz
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formalProduct name: X_HIBIT

Persona: Linnea, 30 years old, lives in 
Stockholm, works in art gallery

Keywords: quality, minimalist, calm, soft, 
aware, self-confident, nostalgic, authentic

Inspiration for the shoe: artist Richard Serra
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colours and materials are moving to the forefront

How does the C&M designer contribute to the 
success of the final product?
- Colour & Material is like the conclusion of a 
complete product. The colours attach themselves 
to the overall story about the brand, which then 
sets out specific guidelines for the choice of 
material, and when combined the result is a final 
product that speaks one single language. The 
choice of colour and material is the core of any 
design. Without them the design is silent. Try for 
instance to imagine a Kaare Klint chair: The way the 
smooth wood collaborates with the fine texture of 
the leather tells a very special story.

What should a textile student focus on if he 
or she wants to specialise in materials for 
footwear?
- I am so pleased with the future potential I observe 
among the students on Design School Kolding’s 
textile line. When you are trained in textiles you 
master the general design language, but you also 
have thorough knowledge of the different fibres. 
And I believe a lot of things are going to happen in 
the footwear industry within the next five years in 
terms of thinking innovative textile solutions.

Are there any unwritten rules in terms of C&M 
when it comes to footwear design?
- That question calls for a broader discussion, but 
I think it can be summarised as follows: Material 

design should follow the anatomy of the foot 
in order to solve problems with the shoe. Not all 
footwear designers design shoes where the vamp 
actually works, but the correct choice of material 
can often solve that problem so that the user ends 
up with a comfortable product. So yes, there are 
rules, but they are also there to be broken. I always 
encourage my students to examine how other 
industries solve their problems. My credo is ‘No 
industry is safe from me’.

What is the definition of a good material 
for shoes?
- When designers work with materials for shoes they 
take numerous technical aspects into consideration: 
Comfort, breathability, light weight, water 
repellency…. But most importantly the material has 
to go through the consumer’s filter: How is this shoe 
going to be used eventually? That insight determines 
the final specifications of the material.

Does Pensole have a specific C&M philosophy?
- Yes. My philosophy for Pensole’s M-lab is “Hunt, 
Gather & Create.” The inspiration comes from 
everywhere. And then I believe in being aware of 
the DNA of the material. All materials have a specific 
purpose and you have to remember that when you 
choose to work with one material rather than another. 
That’s what I try to teach the students so that they 
become decent, thoughtful C&M designers.

There is an increased demand for Colour & Material designers in the creative industry. 
Here Suzette Henry, Material Director at Pensole’s American Footwear Academy, explains 
how the trend can also benefit textile designers.





Product name: X_IST

Persona: Sarah, 21 years old, lives 
in Barcelona, sociology student

Keywords: blogger, skater, 
night life, fierce, grungy, edgy

Inspiration for the shoe: 
artist Christian Lemmerz
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Product name: X_PERIENCE

Persona: Victor, 25 years old, lives 
in Seoul, works as an event manager

Keywords: fashion forward, speed, 
colourful, pushing it, travel

Inspiration for the shoe: 
artist Anish Kapoor
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Product name: X_POSE

Persona: Mia, 25 years old, lives in 
Williamsburg (NY), works as a waitress 

Keywords: quirky, fashion forward, 
trend girl, funky, confident, colourful

Inspiration for the shoe: artist Anish Kapoor
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Product name: X_PRESS

Persona: Alexandre, 30 years old, lives 
in Paris, works with music management

Keywords: authentic, nostalgic, slow, 
roots, minimalist, vinyl collection, culture

Inspiration for the shoe: artist Richard Serra
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kidsConcept: ECCO BOOM

Shoes for the Kids’ Olympics, 
Tokyo 2020

“If kids were allowed to 
participate in the Olympics in 
2020, what would they do?”



Product name: ECCO Boom Gamma 

Purpose: laser dodge game

Country of origin: USA

Features: balance, flexibility, shock absortion
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Product name: ECCO Boom Taar

Purpose: kite wars game

Country of origin: Afghanistan

Features: sensation of the ground, low-profile, balance







Product name: ECCO Boom Scoop

Purpose: musical chairs game

Country of origin: UK

Features: responsive cushion, 
rounded midsole, customized fit
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the students are really at the vanguard of their profession 

- If I were to come up with a headline for the 
concepts we have been presented for this year, 
the students have gone into even more depth than 
previously, says Ejnar Truelsen, Chief Designer at 
ECCO’s Concept Lab.

Every year, when a class of bachelors from 
Design School Kolding presents its work from the 
school’s footwear design course the professional 
footwear designer gains new inspiration. But this 
year he was especially pleased that the students 
had both been thinking outside the box and in 
commercial terms:

- This year there are some really serious 
contributions. Virtually all the submissions can be 
realised more or less. The students have thought 
the ECCO brand into their work in a very positive 
way. They were really at the vanguard of their 
profession. I could sense along the way that they 
moved something in us, inspired those of us who 
were present.

Somewhat of an electric shock

The very young consumers are a group that ECCO 
has found it somewhat challenging to relate to. That 
is why the collaboration with Design School Kolding 
has been particularly beneficial to ECCO because 
the students once in a while deliver an ‘electric 
shock’ to the prevailing mindset, explains Ejnar 
Truelsen. One way in which this year’s students put 
their mark on the heart of the organisation was during 
a one-day workshop at the footwear manufacturer’s 
production facility. Machinists and constructors 
were ready to get the prototypes on their way.

- That was simply a fantastic day. It was a big 
decision for us to close an entire department for 
one day. But we made it a priority. It is crucial for 
our self-perception to let the students in and enter 
into dialogue with our craftspeople. The students 
ask lots of questions about our way of doing things, 
and they also show our employees that there may 
be other ways than what we usually do. So such a 

For the footwear manufacturer the new input is vital to its understanding of the users 
of tomorrow…
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workshop really gives us a new perspective. And 
that’s good for us.

Extremely high quality

The Chief Designer can also see how experiences 
and lessons learnt from previous footwear 
courses start to manifest themselves in the final 
performances:

- First of all the students have really gone into 
depths in the segments and let them guide their 
processes. At the same time Suzette Henry, Material 
Designer from Pensole’s Footwear Academy, has 
seriously boosted this year’s concepts with her vast 
knowledge of new techniques and new contexts in 
which to use the materials. The sketches are also 
improving, and finally the presentations themselves 
were at a very high level this year, says a very 
satisfied Ejnar Truelsen, who looks forward to 
continued collaboration, hopefully on an even more 
substantial level:

- We are very much aware that Design School 
Kolding not only provides a design education; it is 
also decidedly a knowledge institution. We have 
not used that segment very much – yet.  But how 
we should and could use that knowledge in our 
work going forward is something that is part of our 
strategic considerations.



Product name: ECCO Boom Anatra 

Purpose: tree climbing 

Country of origin: Sweden

Features: adjustability, durability, flexibility
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kidsProduct name: ECCO Boom Blaze 

Purpose: : Jian-zi game

Country of origin: China

Features: stability socks, traction tongue, 
adjustable enclosure
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Product name: ECCO Boom Gecco

Purpose: Kid-Ja Warrior game 

Country of origin: Japan

Features: traction, balance, fit
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the shoes  in this book are the tangible results of the collective efforts of 
design students working together in large, cross-disciplinary teams on developing 
four collections of shoes: Casual, Athleisure, Formal and Kids.

This education project is part of the long-standing successful strategic 
collaboration between Design School Kolding and ECCO. 


